coming from Wiesbaden/Frankfurt
- Highway A60, Exit Mz- Weisenau/ Mz-Innenstadt
- turn right in direction of Laubenheim
- in Laubenheim go straight on Oppenheimerstraße/ Parkstraße in direction of Nierstein/Oppenheim
- after intersection with traffic lights continue going straight for app. 400 m, then turn right

coming from Bingen/Koblenz
- Highway A60, Exit Mz-Weisenau/ Mz-Laubenheim
- Motorway B9, Exit Laubenheim
- turn left on the Rheintalstraße
- stay on Rheintalstraße until you pass underneath the railway and arrive at the intersection
- turn left on the Parkstraße in direction of Nierstein/Oppenheim

Lorries exceeding 7.5 t (prohibited on Rheintalstr.)
- Highway A60, Exit Mz- Weisenau/ Mz-Innenstadt
- turn right in direction of Laubenheim
- in Laubenheim go straight on Oppenheimerstraße/ Parkstraße in direction of Nierstein/Oppenheim
- after intersection with traffic lights continue going straight for app. 400 m, then turn right